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Abstrat
Topologial searhes for neutral salar bosons S0 produed in assoiation with a Z0 boson
via the Bjorken proess e+e− → S0Z0 at entre-of-mass energies of 91 GeV and 183209 GeV
are desribed. These searhes are based on studies of the reoil mass spetrum of Z0 → e+e−
and µ+µ− events and on a searh for S0Z0 with Z0 → νν¯ and S0 → e+e− or photons. They
over the deays of the S0 into an arbitrary ombination of hadrons, leptons, photons and
invisible partiles as well as the possibility that it might be stable.
No indiation for a signal is found in the data and upper limits on the ross setion of the
Bjorken proess are alulated. Cross-setion limits are given in terms of a sale fator k with
respet to the Standard Model ross setion for the Higgs-strahlung proess e+e− → H0SMZ0.
These results an be interpreted in general senarios independently of the deay modes of
the S0. The examples onsidered here are the prodution of a single new salar partile with
a deay width smaller than the detetor mass resolution, and for the rst time, two senarios
with ontinuous mass distributions, due to a single very broad state or several states lose
in mass.
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1 Introdution
Searhes for new neutral CP even salar bosons S0 with the OPAL [1℄ detetor at LEP are
desribed. The new bosons are assumed to be produed in assoiation with a Z0 boson via the
Bjorken proess e+e− → S0Z0.
The analyses are topologial searhes and are based on studies of the reoil mass spetrum
in Z0 → e+e− and µ+µ− events and on a subsequent searh for S0Z0 events with S0 → e+e−
or photons and Z0 → νν¯. They are sensitive to all deays of S0 into an arbitrary ombination
of hadrons, leptons, photons and invisible partiles, and to the ase of a long-lived S0 leaving
the detetor without interation. Hene they are deay-mode independent and result in absolute
mass limits. The analyses are applied to LEP 1 Z0 on-peak data (115.4 pb−1 at
√
s = 91.2 GeV)
and to 662.4 pb
−1
of LEP 2 data olleted at entre-of-mass energies in the range of 183 to
209 GeV. The results are presented in terms of limits on the saling fator k, whih relates the
S0Z0 prodution ross setion to the Standard Model (SM) ross setion for the Higgs-strahlung
proess:
σS0Z0 = k · σH0
SM
Z0(mH0
SM
= mS0), (1)
where it is assumed that k does not depend on the entre-of-mass energy for any given mass mS0 .
Sine the analysis is independent of the deay mode of the S0, these limits an be interpreted in
any senario beyond the Standard Model. The most general ase is to provide upper limits on the
ross setion or saling fator k for a single narrow new salar boson independent of its ouplings
to other partiles. In a more spei interpretation, assuming the S0Z0 prodution ross setion
to be idential to the Standard Model Higgs boson one, the limit on k an be translated into
a lower limit on the Higgs boson mass
1
. For the rst time we give limits not only for a single
mass peak with small width, but also for a ontinuous distribution of the signal in a wide mass
range. Suh ontinua appear in several reently proposed models whih are introdued in the
next setions.
1.1 Continuous Higgs senarios
The Uniform Higgs senario
This model, as desribed in Ref. [3℄, assumes a broad enhanement of the signal over the bak-
ground expetation in theMX mass distribution for the proess e
+e− → Z0X. This enhanement
is due to numerous additional neutral Higgs bosons h0i with masses mA ≤ m(h0i ) ≤ mB, where
mA and mB indiate the lower and upper bound of the mass spetrum. The squared oupling,
g2, of the Higgs states h0i to the Z
0
is modied by a fator ki ompared to the Standard Model
H0Z0 oupling: g2
Z0h0
i
= ki · g2Z0h0
SM
(mh0
i
= mh0
SM
).
If the Higgs states are assumed to be loser in mass than the experimental mass resolution,
then there is no means to distinguish between separate ki. In this ase the Higgs states and
their redution fators ki an be ombined into a oupling density funtion, K˜(m) = dk/dm.
The model obeys two sum rules whih in the limit of unresolved mass peaks an be expressed as
integrals over this oupling density funtion:
∞∫
0
dm K˜(m) = 1 and
∞∫
0
dm K˜(m)m2 ≤ m2C, (2)
1
Dediated searhes for the Standard Model Higgs boson by the four LEP experiments, exploiting the predi-
tion for its deay modes, have ruled out masses of up to 114.4 GeV [2℄.
1
where K˜(m) ≥ 0 and mC is a perturbative mass sale of the order of 200 GeV. The value of
mC is model dependent and an be derived by requiring that there is no Landau pole up to a
sale Λ where new physis ours [3℄. If neither a ontinuous nor a loal exess is found in the
data, Equation 2 an be used to plae onstraints on the oupling density funtion K˜(m). For
example, if K˜(m) is assumed to be onstant over the interval [mA, mB℄ and zero elsewhere, then
ertain hoies for the interval [mA, mB℄ an be exluded. From this and from Equation 2 lower
limits on the mass sale mC an be derived.
The Stealthy Higgs senario
This senario predits the existene of additional SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet elds (phions),
whih would not interat via the strong or eletro-weak fores, thus oupling only to the Higgs
boson with strength ω [4℄. Therefore these singlets would reveal their existene only in the Higgs
setor by oering invisible deay modes to the Higgs boson. The width of the Higgs resonane
an beome large if the number of suh singlets, N , or the oupling ω is large, thus yielding a
broad spetrum in the mass reoiling against the reonstruted Z0. The interation term between
the Higgs and the additional phions in the Lagrangian is given by Linteraction = − ω
2
√
N
~ϕ2φ†φ,
where φ is the Standard Model Higgs doublet, ω is the oupling onstant, and ~ϕ is the vetor of
the new phions. An analyti expression for the Higgs width an be found in the limit N →∞:
ΓH(mH) = ΓSM(mH) +
ω2v2
32πmH
, (3)
where v is the vauum expetation value of the Higgs eld. This expression results when setting
other model parameters to zero, inluding the mass of the phions [4℄.
In setion 3.2.2 we derive limits on the Stealthy Higgs model. By simulating signal spetra
for dierent Higgs widths ΓH we onstrain the ω-mH plane in the large N limit.
2 Deay-mode independent searhes for e
+
e
−
→S
0
Z
0
The event seletion is intended to be eient for the omplete spetrum of possible S0 deay
modes. As a onsequene it is neessary to onsider a large variety of 2-fermion, 4-fermion,
and 2-photon bakground proesses. Suppression of the bakground is performed using the
smallest amount of information possible for a partiular deay of the S0. The deays of the Z0
into eletrons and muons are the hannels with highest purity, and therefore these are used in
this analysis. The signal proess an be tagged by identifying events with an aoplanar, high
momentum eletron or muon pair.
Dierent kinematis of the proesses in the LEP 1 and the LEP 2 analysis lead to dierent
strategies for rejeting the bakground. At LEP 2 the invariant mass of the two nal-state leptons
in the signal hannels is usually onsistent with the Z0 mass, while this is not true for a large part
of the bakground. Therefore a ut on the invariant mass rejets a large amount of bakground.
Remaining two-fermion bakground from radiative proesses an partially be removed by using
a photon veto without losing eieny for photoni deays of the S0. In the LEP 1 analysis
the invariant mass of the lepton pair annot be onstrained. Therefore, stronger seletion uts
have to be applied to suppress the bakground, resulting in an insensitivity to the deays S0 →
photons and S0 → e+e− at low masses. These deay modes are reovered in a searh dediated
to e+e− → S0Z0 with Z0 → νν¯ and S0 → photons (or photons plus invisible partiles) or e+e−.
Details of the seletion proedure an be found in [5℄.
2
√
s (GeV) Data Total 2-fermion 4-fermion 2-photon Signal
bkg.
(mS0=30 GeV)
Eletron hannel
91.2 45 55.2±3.0± 3.0 20.5 34.4 0.3 15.61±0.31± 0.47
183209 54 46.9±0.6± 3.5 12.8 33.7 0.4 7.97±0.06± 0.25
Muon hannel
91.2 66 53.6±2.7± 2.1 17.0 35.4 1.2 21.55±0.45± 0.69
183209 43 51.6±0.3± 2.5 12.2 38.6 0.8 9.43±0.06± 0.37
Table 1: Seleted data events, bakground Monte Carlo and signal expetation for a 30 GeV
Standard Model Higgs boson. The rst error is statistial and the seond error is systemati.
3 Results
The results of the deay-mode independent searhes are summarised in Table 1. The total
number of observed andidates from all lepton hannels ombined is 208, while the Standard
Model bakground expetation amounts to 207.3±4.1(stat.)±11.1(syst.). The eieny for the
signal proess is around 30% for most of the mass range. Figure 1 and 2 show the reoil mass
spetra for the lepton hannels at LEP 1 and LEP 2. As no exess over the expeted bakground
is observed in the data, limits on the ross setion for the Bjorken proess e+e− → S0Z0 are
alulated.
The limits are presented in terms of a sale fator k, whih relates the ross setion for S0Z0 to
the Standard Model one for the Higgs-strahlung proess e+e− → H0SMZ0 as dened in Equation 1.
The 95% ondene level upper bound on k is obtained from a test statisti, Ls+b/Lb, for the
signal and the signal+bakgrund likelihood, by using the reoil mass distributions of the data,
the bakground and the signal (applying the Higgs deay with the smallest eieny) and the
weighted event-ounting method desribed in [6℄. The systemati unertainties are inluded as
desribed in [7℄. To give a onservative limit only the lepton hannels are used in the limit
alulation, beause the hannel with Z0 → νν is omplementary to the lepton hannels in the
LEP 1 searh, and it has a muh higher sensitivity.
The limits are given for three dierent senarios: 1. Prodution of a single new salar S
0
2. The Uniform Higgs senario 3. The Stealthy Higgs senario.
3.1 Prodution of a single new salar S
0
In the most general interpretation of the results, a ross-setion limit is set on the prodution of
a new neutral salar boson S0 in assoiation with a Z0 boson.
In Figure 3 the limits obtained for salar masses down to the lowest generated signal mass
of 1 keV are shown. They are valid for the deays of the S0 into hadrons, leptons, photons and
invisible partiles (whih may deay inside the detetor) as well as for the ase in whih the
S0 has a suiently long lifetime to esape the detetor without interating or deaying. The
observed limits are given by the solid line, while the expeted sensitivity, determined from a
large number of Monte Carlo experiments with the bakground-only hypothesis, is indiated by
the dotted line. The shaded bands indiate the one and two sigma deviations from the expeted
sensitivity. The existene of a Higgs boson produed at the SM rate an be exluded up to
81 GeV even from deay-mode independent searhes. For masses of the new salar partile well
below the width of the Z0, i.e. mS0 . 1 GeV, the obtained limits remain onstant at the level of
k95obs. = 0.067, and k
95
exp. = 0.051.
3
3.2 Limits on signal mass ontinua
3.2.1 The Uniform Higgs senario
Limits are obtained for the Uniform Higgs senario where K˜ = constant over the interval [mA,
mB℄ and zero elsewhere. Both the lower mass bound mA and the upper bound mB are varied
between 1 GeV and 350 GeV (with the onstraint mA ≤ mB). An upper limit is set on the rst
integral in Equation 2. Figure 4 shows the mass points (mA,mB) for whih the obtained 95% CL
limit on
∫
dmK˜ is less than one. These are the signal mass ranges mA ≤ mh0
i
≤ mB whih an
be exluded assuming a onstant K˜.
The horizontal line illustrates an example for exluded mass ranges: The line starts on the
diagonal at mA = mB = 35 GeV and ends at mB = 99 GeV. This value of mB is the highest
upper mass bound whih an be exluded for this value of mA. All mass ranges with an upper
bound mB below 99 GeV are also exluded for mA = 35 GeV. The highest exluded value of mB
(mB = 301 GeV) is ahieved for mA set to 0 GeV.
Using the maximal exluded mass ranges and the two sum rules from setion 1.1 for onstant
K˜, lower limits on the perturbative mass sale mC an be derived, as shown in Figure 5. It is
also possible to set limits on a non-onstant oupling density. Details an be found in Ref. [5℄.
3.2.2 The Stealthy Higgs senario
To set limits on the Stealthy Higgs senario we have simulated the spetrum of a Higgs boson
with a width aording to Equation 3 and the ross setion from Ref. [4℄.
The exluded regions in the ω-mH parameter spae are shown in Figure 6. To illustrate the
Higgs width aording to Equation 3, for a given mass mH and oupling ω `isolines' for some
sample widths are added to the plot. The maximal exluded region of the oupling ω is ahieved
for masses around 30 GeV, where ω an be exluded up to ω = 2.7. For lower masses the
sensitivity drops due to the rapidly inreasing width of the Higgs boson, and for higher masses
due to the dereasing signal ross setion.
4 Conlusions
Deay-mode independent searhes for new neutral salar bosons S0 deaying to hadrons of any
avour, to leptons, photons invisible partiles and other modes have been performed based on
the data olleted at
√
s = mZ and 183 to 209 GeV by studying S
0Z0 prodution in the hannels
with Z0 → e+e−, µ+µ− and the hannel where the Z0 deays into νν and the S0 into photons or
e+e−. No exess of andidates in the data over the expeted Standard Model bakground has
been observed. Upper limits on the prodution ross setion for assoiated prodution of S0 and
Z0, with arbitrary S0 deay modes, were set at the 95% ondene level. Upper limits in units of
the Standard Model Higgs-strahlung ross setion of k < 1 for mS0 < 81 GeV were obtained. In
further interpretations, limits on broad ontinuous signal mass shapes to whih previous analyses
at LEP had no or only little sensitivity were set for the rst time. Two general senarios in the
Higgs setor were investigated: A uniform senario, when the signal arises from many unresolved
Higgs bosons, and a Stealthy Higgs model, when the Higgs resonane width is large due to large
Higgs-phion ouplings.
This work was supported by the German Ministerium für Bildung, Wissenshaft, Forshung und
Tehnologie (BMBF) under ontrat no. 05HA8PD1.
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Figure 1: The reoil mass spetra from
√
s =91.2 GeV a) for the deays Z0 → e+e− and
b) for Z0 → µ+µ−. OPAL data are indiated by dots with error bars (statistial error), the
four-fermion bakground by the light grey histograms and the two-fermion bakground by the
dark grey histograms. The dashed lines for the signal distributions are plotted on top of the
bakground distributions with normalisation orresponding to the ross setion exluded at 95%
ondene level from the ombination of both hannels.
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Figure 2: The reoil mass spetrum from 183209 GeV a) for the deays Z0 → e+e− and b) for
Z0 → µ+µ− (lower plot). OPAL data are indiated by dots with error bars (statistial error),
the four-fermion bakground by the light grey histograms and the two-fermion bakground by
the medium grey histograms. The dashed lines for the signal distributions are plotted on top
of the bakground distributions with normalisation orresponding to the exluded ross setion
from the ombination of both hannels.
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